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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, JAMES MAONAB, a citi 

zen of Great Britain, residing at Milton, in the 
county of Stirling, Scotland, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Processes 
of and Machines for Printing Web Fabrics, 
(for which'Lctters Patent No. 14,864, Decem- ' 
her 3, 1885,.have beenv granted me in Great 
Britain ;) and I do hereby declare the follow-, 

[0 ing to be a full, clear, and exact description of 
the invention, such as will enable others skilled 
in the art towhich it appertains to make and 
use the same. - t ‘ > 

My invention relates to devices for printing 
{5 web fabrics, and has for its object the utili 

zation of ordinary printing machinery in pro 
ducing special styles and results’and to enable 
new combinations and effects to be produced 
in imitation of “woven goods” and the styles 

23 known as “discharge cottons,” “reversibles,” 
“double pads,” “curtains,” and “handker 
chiefs”-—-in' short,'to produce on printed text 
ile goods (cotton, wool, or silk) the same ap 
pearance on both sides of the fabric by appli 

2 5 cation of coloring-matter to both sides of the 
fabric without employing special printing ma 

' chinery having two bowls or central covered 
cylinders,_such as is at present used for this 
class of printing. 

I employ a single bowl or central covered 30 
cylinder, and print upon one side of. the fabric 
in the ordinary way by means of rollers or - 
printing-cylinders, while for obtaining the cor 
responding effect in color and design upon the 

35 other side of the fabric I employ a transfer 
medium of pliable character, upon which the 
?gure'and color are impressed by a roller or 
printing-cylinder, and which then passes be 
tween the circumference of the bowl or central 

4c covered cylinder and the reverse face or back 
of the fabric under treatment and transfers 
or deposits its color thereupon coincident and 
registering with the color-s and ?gures on the 
other side; 

I may have‘ any number of printing-cylin 
ders on the outside of the fabric-—from one to 
three or four, according to the number of col~ 
ors or ?gures to be printed-and there may be 

. one, two, or more such cylinders for depos 
50 iting color upon the transfer surface or me 

45 

dium. The fabric is guided by rollers suit 
ably arranged from the beam to the bowl,‘ so 
as to keep it from touching or interfering with 
the color-transferring or printing cylinders, 
and a pressing roller or cylinder aids the di-‘ 55 
rect printing~rolls to keep the fabric tight 
against the transfer-surface. ' _ 

This process of transferring the coloring ma 
terial to the reverse side of the fabric is also 
very useful‘and effectual in supplying mor- 6o‘ 
da-nts and in applying them to the fabric, so 
that coloring-matters which would not work 
together can be usedupoirthe direct coloring 
rolls and the mordant be applied by means of 
the transfer-surface upon the reverse side of 65, 
the fabric, and the operation will be found 
successful. , ' , 

This process can be carried on in any mod 
ern style of calico-printing machine using cop 
per printing-cylinders, or with circular block 70 
or surface rollers, by making a few simple al. 
terations, which any'practical printer will un 
derstand without specialdescription. Such 
changes will, moreover, not lessen the capacity 
of such machines for ordinary work. 
The accompanying sectional diagram illus 

trates the manner of carrying my invention 
into practice. -I have purposely omitted the 
features of the printing-machine which do not 
have a direct'application and function in ap- 8o 
plying my invention to practice. _ 
D isthe web fabric to be treated, which is 

to have, for example, a pattern having two‘ 
colors on its outer face, D’, and one color on 
its inner face or back, D". The fabric is sup- 85 
plied from a beam, D3, fandis guided by roll 
ers F F’ to the bowl or central covered cylin 
der, A, partially around the circumference or 
surface A’ of which it passes and is held ?rmly , 
thereagainst by rollers, which will presently 90 
be described. - 
To give the two colors upon one side and 

one upon the other, two printing cylinders or 
rollers, 13 B’, are arranged on the exterior or 
outer face of the fabric, so as to press it ?rmly 95 
against the bowl A and transfer their colored 
designs or patterns directly to said outer face of 
the fabric, and one printing cylinder or roller, 
0, will be employed to give the single color 
to the inner face of the fabric; but instead 10o 
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of applying the color directly from the cylin 
der 0 to said inner face of the fabric-—whichv 
obviously could not be done without vastly 
increasing the amount and complexity of the 
mechanism and. advancing the cost of the op 
eration-I employ a transfer medium or sur; 
face, E, which passes over bowl A, between its 
periphery and the fabric D, upon which the 
cylinder Odeposits its coloring-matter and by 
which said coloring-matter is carried under 
the bowl and transferred to the reverse face 
D2 of the fabric D. It will thus be seen that 
with a single bowl and the addition simply of 
a transfer-surface and an additional color or‘ 
printing cylinder I am enabled to print (colors 
on both sides of the fabric with equal success, 
as though expensive and complex machinery 
were employed. 
Of course more than one of the cylinders 

forgiving their color to the transfer-surface 
can be employed, as already stated, and more 
than two of the cylinders for printing upon 
the exterior or outer face of the fabric. ‘ 
\Vhen printing two or more colors on the 

back, all but one of the transfer rollers or cyl 
inders should be what are known as “surface 
rollers.’7 
As stated in the opening paragraphs of the 

speci?cation, the roller or cylinder 0 can be 
employed to apply mordant to the back of the ' 
fabric or canvas, while coloring-matters which 
would not serve well if mixed together before 
being applied to the fabric can be applied by 
the rollers or cylinders B B’, and the niordant 
applied by the roller 0, through the medium 
of the transfer-surface IE, will cause said colors 
to blend and become properly ?xed in the 
fabric. , 

The transfersurface E may be any suitable 
sort of cloth or textile material; but I prefer 
to make it non-absorbent by coating it with 
india-rnbber or analogous water-proof mate 
rial. 

The printing rollers or cylinders B B’, to 
gether with the plain pressing-roll B’, serve 
to keep the fabric tight against the transfer 
surface, so that the material thereupon will 
be completely given off to the reverse or back 
side of the fabric. The printing cylinders B 
B’ 0 receive this coloring material from the 
color-rolls b, which work in the troughs b’ in 
the usual way. 

It will be understood that different colors 
and patterns may be applied to the two sides of 
the fabric by this‘ arrangement, and that, if 
desired, only one color~printing roller or cyl 
inder may be employed upon the exterior or 
outer face of the fabric. _ 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 

1. The herein-described process of printing 
fabrics, consisting in printing one side of said 
fabric by a transfer-surface and at the same 
time printing the reverse side by ordinary 
cylinder-printing, substantially as set forth. . 

2. The combination, with a bowl or cylin 
der, of the transfer-surface E, running over 
said bowl or cylinder between it and the fab 
ric to be printed, means, substantially as de 
scribed, for applying color to the transfer-sur 
face, and means for printing the reverse side 
of the fabric at the same time, substantially 
as set forth. 

3. The combination, with abowl, A, atrans 
fer'snrface, E, and printing-roller 0,‘, of the 
printing roller or rollers B B’, combined and 
arranged to operate as set forth. 
In testimony whereofI a?ix my signature in 

presence of two witnesses. 
JAMES MACN AB. 

\Vi tn esses: 
J OHN MOWILLIAM, 
ED. MURRAY, 

Both of 176 Saint Vincent Street, Glasgow, Scot 
land, Clerks at Law. 
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